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Dare (The Blades of Acktar #1)
Until an arrow wound and a prairie blizzard drive him to the doorstep of the girls whose family he once destroyed, Leith Torren had never questioned his orders or his loyalty to King Respen.

Deny
All lies have consequences. Promoted to the top rank among King Respen's assassins, First Blade Leith Torren hides his involvement with the Resistance. How many lies will it take to protect his secret? Renna Faythe has done nothing but survive for the past four years, but now Leith's courage inspires
her to try to be something more. If only she could ﬁgure out what that duty might be. When the unthinkable happens, faith waivers. Friendships tear. What else will they be forced to deny? But this time, Leith faces his greatest fear. He can't save everyone.

Defy
The war for Acktar has begun. With his betrayal revealed, former Blade Leith Torren ﬂees into the Sheered Rock Hills, pursued by King Respen's vengeful Blades. Left behind at Nalgar Castle, Renna Faythe tries to ﬁnd her purpose, yet that purpose isn't what she expected. Brandi Faythe has been torn
from her sister, and that isn't all right. If Leith can't rescue Renna, Brandi will take matters into her own hands. War demands sacriﬁce. Courage falters. Who will ﬁnd the strength to defy King Respen?Acktar rests on one hope: The Leader is ready.

Mardan's Anointed
Mardan's Mark Epic Fantasy Adventure Series
"You're to blame . . ."Princess Srilani's father accuses her of treason and then collapses at her feet.Now she must reign as his regent under a cloud of suspicion. Their kingdom is about to be invaded, and she must ﬁnd the allies she needs to prepare for war.Will her father recover, and if he does, what
will become of her?Can she rely on the man she has rejected to support her cause? Will her true love survive his dangerous quest?You don't want to miss this installment in the Mardan's Mark saga because everyone loves a perilous medieval tale of intrigue, friendship, and courage.

Midnight's Curse
A Cinderella Retelling
Beyond the Tales The glass slippers might be her dreams come true...or her worst nightmare. High King Alexander rules the Seven Kingdoms of Tallahatchia--a divided nation on the brink of yet another war. When an invitation arrives from the king of Pohatomie, Alex knows it must be a trap, but could
it also be his opportunity to unite the kingdoms? Daemyn Rand has lived a hundred years, served an arrogant prince, fallen in love with a princess, and lost himself somewhere along the way. He has already died for his loyalty. Will standing at the high king's side cost him his last chance to truly live?
Elara Ashen is a lowly, miserable servant. All she wants is to spend even one night in a fancy dress dancing with the high king. When she is oﬀered a pair of glass slippers, it seems that all her dreams have come true. But dreams have a price, and gifts can be curses in disguise. What will it cost to stop
this curse from tearing Tallahatchia apart yet again? Fairy tales meet the Appalachian Mountains in this adventurous fantasy retelling of the classic Cinderella story.

Praying for That Man
A Love Story from Above
The Last Runner
Lost Realms When Eric was only thirteen, he was taken from his family and the peaceful rice ﬁelds on the island of Jedros to become a Runner. Roaming the ﬁve islands of Abra, Runners are tasked with jobs -- jobs they must see to the end. Either ﬁnish the job or die.

Of Fire and Ash, 1
Enclave Escape She rides a ﬁreborn, a steed of ﬁre and ash, trained for destruction. Ceridwen tal Desmond dreams of ruling like her father over the nation of Soldonia, where warriors ride to battle on magical steeds--soaring on storm winds, vanishing in shadow, quaking the earth, and summoning the
sea. After a tragic accident claims her twin brother, she is exiled and sworn to atonement by spending her life--or death--for her people. But when invaders spill onto Soldonia's shores and traitors seize upon the chaos to murder her father, Ceridwen claims the crown to keep the nation from splintering.
Combatting overwhelming odds and looming civil war, she begins to wonder if the greatest threat to the kingdom may, in fact, be her. With ﬁre before her and ash in her wake, how can she hope to unite instead of destroy? Flames rage and oceans rise in this explosive ﬁrst installment of The Fireborn
Epic as the exiled heir, a novice priest, and a reluctant rebel wage war against a hidden power that threatens to shake the world.
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A Time to Speak
Gilead Publishing What happens when you live longer than you wanted to? Parvin Blackwater wanted to die, but now she's being called to be a leader. The only problem is, no one wants to follow. The Council uses Jude's Clock-matching invention to force "new-and-improved" Clocks on the public.
Those who can't aﬀord one are packed into boxcars like cattle and used for the Council's purposes. Parvin and Hawke ﬁnd themselves on a cargo ship of Radicals headed out to sea. What will the Council do to them? And why are people suddenly dying before their Clocks have zeroed-out?

Flight of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #2)
Baker Books Selene Ravenwood, once the heir to House Ravenwood, is now an exile. On the run and free of her family's destiny, Selene hopes to ﬁnd the real reason her family was given the gift of dreamwalking. But ﬁrst she must adapt to her new life as wife to Lord Damien Maris, the man she was
originally assigned to kill. While adjusting to her marriage and her home in the north, her power over dreams begins to grow. As the strongest dreamwalker to exist in ages, her expanding power attracts not only nightmares but the attention of the Dark Lady herself. With a war looming on the horizon
and a wicked being after her gift, Selene is faced with a choice: embrace the Dark Lady's oﬀer, or search out the one who gave her the gift of dreamwalking. One path oﬀers power, the other oﬀers freedom. But time is running out, and soon her choice will be made for her.

Fawkes
A Novel
Thomas Nelson Guy Fawkes’s son must join his father’s plot to kill the king in this magical retelling of the Gunpowder Plot that will sweep you back in time to a divided England where plagues turn victims to stone. In 17th-century London two forces rule the people: the color powers and the Stone
Plague. Brown masks can manipulate wood. Black masks control the night. And red masks . . . Well, red is the color of blood. Thomas Fawkes’s Color Test is upon him, and he is sure his father, the infamous Guy Fawkes, will present him with a mask and Thomas will ﬁnally bond with a color. He
desperately hopes for a gray mask so he can remove the stone that has invaded his body and will ultimately take his life. But when Guy refuses to give Thomas his mask or even his presence, Thomas has no place in school or society. His only hope is to track down his father and demand a mask to
regain what he’s lost. But his father has other plans: to kill the king. Thomas must join forces with his father if he wants to save his own life. When his errands for the cause bring him time and again to Emma Areben, a former classmate, Thomas is exposed to a whole new brand of magic. And Emma
doesn’t control just one color—she controls them all. Emma wants to show Thomas the full power of color magic, but it goes against everything his father is ﬁghting for. If Thomas sides with his father, he could save his own life—which would destroy Emma and her family. To save one, he must sacriﬁce
the other. No matter Thomas’s choice, one thing is clear: once the decision is made and the color masks have been put on, there’s no turning back. Praise for Fawkes: “An imaginative, colorful tale about choosing for yourself between what's right and what others insist is the truth.” —Cynthia Hand, New
York Times bestselling author of My Lady Jane “Hold on to your heart as this slow burning adventure quickly escalates into an explosion of magic, love, and the truth about loyalty.” —Mary Weber, bestselling author of the Storm Siren Trilogy and To Best the Boys Full-length young adult historical fantasy
Includes discussion questions for book clubs Also by Nadine Brandes: Romanov and Wishtress, coming September 2022

Dagger's Sleep
A Retelling of Sleeping Beauty
A prince cursed to sleep. A princess destined to wake him. A kingdom determined to stop them. For readers of adventure, fairy tales, and stirring allegories comes this fresh imagining of the classic Sleeping Beauty tale, the ﬁrst book in a new YA fantasy series from Tricia Mingerink.

Song of Leira
Gilead Publishing The Song bids her rise to battle. Reeling from her disastrous foray into the Pit, Birdie, the young Songkeeper, retreats into the mountains. But in the war-torn north, kneeling on bloodstained battleﬁelds to sing the souls of the dying to rest, her resolve to accept her calling is
strengthened. Such evil cannot go unchallenged. Torn between oaths to protect the Underground runners and rescue his friend from the slave camps, Ky Huntyr enlists Birdie’s aid. Their mission to free the captives unravels the horrifying thread connecting the legendary spring, Artair’s sword, and the
slave camps. But the Takhran’s schemes are already in motion. Powerful singers have arisen to lead his army—singers who can shake the earth and master the sea—and monsters rampage across the land. As Leira falters on the verge of defeat, the Song bids her rise to battle, and the Songkeeper must
answer.

Stung
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Four teens battle the forces of evil when they are left behind after the Rapture.

Poison's Dance
A Twelve Dancing Princesses Retelling
If he falls to the lure of the curse, the dance might trap him forever. Alex has survived his ﬁrst year as high king. The new counsel has improved cooperation between the kingdoms, and peace seems achievable. When the Tuckawassee queen sends him an invitation he can't refuse, Alex must once again
face his greatest threat for the sake of peace. Princess Tamya of Tuckawassee, along with her eleven sisters, has danced from sunset until sunrise every night of her life. It is her gift and her curse. When Queen Valinda wishes to use the power their cursed dance gives them to rule all of Tallahatchia,
Tamya must decide if she will do what is right even if it betrays her own sister. Daemyn Rand has survived a hundred years' worth of battles. All he wants to do now is safely marry his princess. Will he be forced to choose between the love of his life and the high king he has loyally served for years? They
have faced certain death before. This time, they might not make it out alive. Don't miss this re-envisioning of the Twelve Dancing Princesses fairy tale.

Anomaly
Thomas Nelson Thalli has ﬁfteen minutes and twenty-three seconds to live. The toxic gas that will complete her annihilation is invading her bloodstream. But she is not afraid. Decades before Thalli’s birth, the world was decimated by a nuclear war. But life continued deep underground, thanks to a
handful of scientists known as The Ten. There they created genetically engineered human beings who are free of emotions in the hope that war won’t threaten the world again. Thalli is an anomaly, born with the ability to feel emotions and a sense of curiosity she can barely contain. She has survived so
far by hiding her diﬀerences. But then her secret is discovered when she’s overwhelmed by the emotion of an ancient piece of music. The Ten quickly schedule her annihilation, but her childhood friend, Berk—a scientist being groomed by The Ten—convinces them to postpone her death and study her
instead. While in the Scientists’ Pod, Thalli and Berk form a dangerous alliance, one strictly forbidden by the constant surveillance. As her life ticks a way, she hears rumors of someone called the Designer—someone even more powerful than The Ten. What’s more, the parts of her that have always been
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an anomaly could in fact be part of a much larger plan. And the parts of her that she has always guarded could be the answer she’s been looking for all along. Thalli must sort out what to believe and who to trust, before her time runs out. “. . . the ﬁrst in what has the potential to be a fascinating trilogy
of general appeal. McGee’s simple narrative belies the novel’s complexity, a factor that will make this intriguing book accessible to a wide variety of teen readers.” —Booklist

Cry of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #3)
Baker Books Lady Selene Ravenwood has come into her full power as a dreamwalker just as the war with the Dominia Empire begins. Working with the other Great Houses, Selene and Damien use their gifts to secure the borders and save those devastated by the war. But conﬂict, betrayal, and hatred
begin to spread between the Great Houses, destroying their unity as the empire burns a path across their lands. At the same time, Damien Maris starts to lose his ability to raise the waters, leaving the lands vulnerable to the empire's attacks. The only one who can unite the houses and restore her
husband's power is Selene Ravenwood. But it will require that she open her heart to those who have hurt her and let go of her past, despite the one who hunts her and will do anything to stop her power. Will Selene survive? Or is she destined to fall like the dreamwalkers before her?

Resistance
When a cunning emperor threatens the lives of any who refuse to worship his false gods, a half-blood haunted by his bloodstained past and a young woman who remembers everything must overcome their own fears and struggles as they become part of the resistance.

A Time to Die
Enclave How would you live if you knew the day you'd die? Parvin Blackwater believes she has wasted her life. At only seventeen, she has one year left according to the Clock by her bedside. In a last-ditch eﬀort to make a diﬀerence, she tries to rescue Radicals from the government's crooked justice
system. But when the authorities ﬁnd out about her illegal activity, they cast her through the Wall -- her people's death sentence. What she ﬁnds on the other side about the world, about eternity, and about herself changes Parvin forever and might just save her people. But her clock is running out.

There You'll Find Me
The book that inspired the movie “Finding You,” in theaters May 14, 2021
Thomas Nelson Grief brought Finley Sinclair to Ireland. Love will lead her home. Eighteen-year-old Finley Sinclair is witty, tough, talented, and driven. With an upcoming interview at the Manhattan music conservatory, she just needs to ﬁnish composing her audition piece. But her creativity disappeared
with the death of her older brother, Will. She decides to take a break and study abroad, following Will’s travel journal to Ireland. Her brother felt closest to God there, and she hopes to ﬁnd peace about his death. Meanwhile, Beckett Rush—teen heartthrob and Hollywood bad boy—is ﬂying to Ireland to
ﬁnish ﬁlming his latest vampire movie. On the ﬂight, he bumps into Finley—the one girl who seems immune to his charm. Undeterred, Beckett convinces Finley to strike an unconventional bargain. As Finley deals with the loss of her brother, the pressures of school, and her impending audition, she
wonders if an unlikely romance is blossoming between her and Beckett. Then she experiences something that radically changes her perspective on life. Has everything she’s been looking for been with her all along? Praise for There You’ll Find Me: “And that’s why I think it works so well . . . It manages to
be relatable despite the unique circumstances, despite the characters being people in the public eye, despite it being set somewhere I’ve never been. What so many YAs can’t achieve in the most everyday settings with the most everyday characters, There You’ll Find Me does.” —School Library Journal
Finding You—the movie based on There You’ll Find Me—is in theaters May 14 starring Rose Reid, Jedidiah Goodacre, Katherine McNamara, and Saoirse-Monica Jackson Contemporary YA Stand-alone novel Book length: 78,000 words Includes discussion questions for book clubs

Disowned
Two countries, two choices, one life When Kyraenean slave Celeste risks her life to reach the free nation of Etraea, a country ﬁlled with technology and wealth, she unknowingly sets oﬀ a chain of events that will change her life forever. After escaping her new owner, Celeste awakens in the home of an
Etraean soldier, sworn to protect the fragile peace. For Corporal Mick Haynes, life is simple. Follow the rules, do your job and work your way up the ranks. Getting shot and ﬁnding a wanted slave at his family's farm wasn't part of the plan. When a Kyraenean bounty hunter locates Celeste, Mick's loyalty
will be stretched to the limit. With war on the horizon, Celeste faces two impossible choices. Both securing her freedom, but both at a cost she could never have imagined. Will Etraea provide the freedom she's longed for or shackle her to an entirely new master?

Rewiring Your Preaching
How the Brain Processes Sermons
InterVarsity Press Psychologist, physician and preacher Richard Cox calls on the best modern neuroscience to prove that a better understanding of the brain can transform your preaching. Arguing that the sermon is a highly charged cognitive event, Cox explains the role of brain stimuli in such crucial
pastoral tasks as delivering comfort and provoking moral action.

The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School
New Growth Press The pressure of being a teenager can be overwhelming. School, sports, jobs, and relationships all press in at the same time. But the hardest thing can be feeling alone, that you have no one to share your most diﬃcult problems with. In The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School, thirty
authors from many diﬀerent backgrounds come together to say, We get itand Jesus gets it too. Heres who Jesus is and how he wants to meet you in this intense time. Hear from authors such as Scott Sauls, Sandra McCracken, Michelle Reyes, Jen Pollock Michel, David Zahl, and others as they share
ﬁrsthand stories of bullying, eating disorders, pregnancy, addiction, racism, family conﬂict, expectations, and the intense pressure to achieve. See how their encounters with Jesus brought healing, rest, and purpose to their lives and hear what they wish they knew earlier: when you know Jesus, you know
what its like to be perfectly loved and accepted, have hope for the future, and experience grace and mercy when you mess up. Edited by Cameron Cole and Charlotte Getz of Rooted Ministry, The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School, will help you discover the love, freedom, aﬀection, and acceptance we
all so desperately long forin Jesus.

Troll Queen
Essie has her elf back...but his mind is still stuck in that dungeon. The war is over. A peace treaty has been signed. But Farrendel and Essie still have a battle ahead of them. Will Farrendel be able to build a new life with Essie now that he no longer has a war to ﬁght? Melantha has ruined her life and the
lives of all those around her. Now that she ﬁnds herself far from home and married to a troll who was once her enemy and captor, can she ﬁgure out what love and honor truly mean before it is too late for all of them? Not everyone in Kostaria is happy with peace or with their new elven queen. If
Rharreth and Melantha cannot ﬁnd a way to bring peace to their troubled kingdom, war threatens not only their happily ever after, but Essie and Farrendel's as well. The epic adventure and slowburn romances of the Elven Alliance series continue in this clean, romantic fantasy perfect for fans of K.M.
Shea and Kenley Davidson.
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Unlocking Destinies From the Courts of Heaven
Dissolving Curses That Delay and Deny Our Futures
Destiny Image Publishers No More Delay! God is passionate about you fulﬁlling your purpose! In fact, there are books in Heaven that record your destiny and purpose. Their pages describe the very reason you were placed on the Earth. And yet, there is a war against your destiny being fulﬁlled. Your
archenemy, the devil, knows that as you occupy your divine assignment, by default, the powers of darkness are demolished. Heaven comes to Earth as Gods people fulﬁll their Kingdom callings! In Unlocking Destinies from the Courts of Heaven, Robert Henderson oﬀers a prophetic prayer strategy that
shows you how to dissolve the delays and hindrances to your destiny being fulﬁlled. What does the enemy use most often to delay destinies from being fulﬁlled? Curses. By using the Courts of Heaven strategy, you will: Recognize the signs of curses operating in your life. Identify the origins of curses
that war against your destiny. Revoke the rights of demonic principalities from operating in your life. Learn the secrets to cleansing your bloodline from generational curses. Discover how to legally unlock divine destiny over your life and even, your nation. Bring your appeals before the Courtroom of
Heaven!

Dating with Integrity
Thomas Nelson John Holzmann presents practical guidelines in an easy-to-read style for singles of any age who seek to honor Christ by dating with integrity.

The King's Scrolls
When a group of mysterious, dragon-riding cretes arrive seeking aid in a dire mission, those in Landale must face impossible odds and a series of tragedies to try to rescue a teacher of Elôm and the last known copies of the King's Scrolls.

Deliver
Can something broken ever heal? Martyn is broken. After torturing his best friend, he doesn't belong anywhere in Acktar. No matter how far he runs, he can't lose his guilt. Leith is broken. While healing from the torture he received at Nalgar Castle, he struggles to ﬁnd his new role. But can a Blade ever
outrun his past?The country is broken. Bitterness divides town against town, neighbor against neighbor. What will it take to deliver Acktar from itself? They face their hardest battle yet. Peace.

Orphan's Song
Songkeeper Chronicles Every generation has a Songkeeper--one chosen to keep the memory of the Song alive. And in every generation, there are those who seek to destroy the chosen one.

Songkeeper
Enclave War ravages Leira and the Song has fallen silentFreed from the hold of a slave ship, Birdie, the young Songkeeper, and Ky, a street-wise thief, emerge to a world at war. Hordes of dark soldiers march across Leira, shadowed by whispers of plague and massacres, prompting Ky to return to his
besieged home city in hopes of leading his fellow runners to safety.Desperate to end the ﬁghting, Birdie embarks on a dangerous mission into the heart of the Takhran's fortress. Legend speaks of a mythical spring buried within and the Songkeeper who will one day unleash it to achieve victory.
Everyone believes Birdie is the one, but the elusive nature of the Song and rumors of other gifted individuals lead her to doubt her role. Unleashing the spring could defeat the Takhran once and for all, but can she truly be the Songkeeper when the Song no longer answers her call?Book two of the
Songkeeper Chronicles.

The Princess Spy
Zondervan Margaretha has always been a romantic, and hopes her newest suitor, Lord Claybrook, is destined to be her one true love. But then an injured man is brought to Hagenheim Castle, claiming to be an English lord who was attacked by Claybrook and left for dead. And only Margaretha—one of
the few who speaks his language—understands the wild story. Margaretha ﬁnds herself unable to pass Colin’s message along to her father, the duke, and convinces herself “Lord Colin” is just an addled stranger. Then Colin retrieves an heirloom she lost in a well, and asks her to spy on Claybrook as
repayment. Margaretha knows she could never be a spy—not only is she unable to keep anything secret, she’s sure Colin is completely wrong about her potential betrothed. Though when Margaretha overhears Claybrook one day, she discovers her romantic notions may have been clouding her
judgment about not only Colin but Claybrook as well. It is up to her to save her father and Hagenheim itself from Claybrook’s wicked plot.

Decree
"Before the war, before the Blades, before the Leader?There was a boy and a scullery maid and a secret shame.One moonlit night of blood and knives destroyed their country and their lives forever.The Leader failed to die, but will he also fail to lead?"

Cape Light
Penguin A heartwarming novel from America's most popular living artist journeys to the picturesque village of Cape Light on the coast of New England, a hamlet populated by colorful inhabitants who share a strong sense of community and caring for their neighbors. Reprint.

Mark of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #1)
Baker Books Lady Selene is the heir to the Great House of Ravenwood and the secret family gift of dreamwalking. As a dreamwalker, she can enter a person's dreams and manipulate their greatest fears or desires. For the last hundred years, the Ravenwood women have used their gift of dreaming for
hire to gather information or to assassinate. As she discovers her family's dark secret, Selene is torn between upholding her family's legacy--a legacy that supports her people--or seeking the true reason behind her family's gift. Her dilemma comes to a head when she is tasked with assassinating the
one man who can bring peace to the nations, but who will also bring about the downfall of her own house. One path holds glory and power, and will solidify her position as Lady of Ravenwood. The other path holds shame and execution. Which will she choose? And is she willing to pay the price for the
path chosen?
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The Way of Escape
BJU Press Brenna is able to deal with the death of her parents and her crushing load of grief when she is directed to the word of God by her uncle, who is a preacher.

Through Wolf's Eyes
Obsidian Tiger Inc

Isle of Swords
Thomas Nelson Inc A young man awakens on an island, alone and seriously injured, with no memory, and as he searches for his identity he ﬁnds himself caught between two notorious pirates battling for a legendary treasure reportedly hidden by monks.

Isle of Fire
Thomas Nelson Brace yourself for a thrilling high-seas adventure and dare to set sail for the Isle of Fire."A great explosion rocked the crowded harbor. The ferocious blaze engulfed ship after ship expanding the circle of destruction in mere heartbeats. The ﬁre rain had been unleashed."As Cat’s memory
returns, he realizes that he has lived two very diﬀerent lives. Now he must choose whether to return to the ways of his notorious father and join the evil Merchant, or defy the Merchant and risk his life to save his friends.The best-selling Isle of Swords adventure continues in Isle of Fire as ancient
mariners rise from legend and cut an all-too-real swath of destruction across the Atlantic. The newly formed Wolf Fleet scours the Caribbean, hunting the pirates they once called comrades. And in the pitiless winds of a monstrous hurricane, whole ﬂeets will be blasted apart and devoured.

Robin's Country
Knopf Books for Young Readers A mute orphan boy, with only shadowy recollections of his past, runs away from his cruel master and eventually joins Robin Hood and his followers in their forest hideaway. Reprint.

The Crescent Stone
Tyndale Kids When Madeline, a teen with terminal lung disease, accepts healing in exchange for a year of service in the Sunlit Lands, she and her friend Jason enjoy being privileged members of Elenil society, until they learn that magic carries a high price.
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